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ABSTRACT

Some elementary solutions of the wave equation are

obtained for electromagnetic waves in an ionized gas. The

solutions demonstrate the importance of conductivity in

controlling absorption. Improper computation of conduct i-

vity by conventional theory vY lead to order of magnitude

errors in estimating absorption. The theory of A.C. con-

ductivity for a ueakly ionized gas is reviewed. It is

shown when and how the exact theory may be employed in

convontionl form and without error. The expression for

the conductivity of a weakly ionized mixture of gases is

formulated and analyzed in the low, intermediate and

high pressure regions. The conductivity of the mixture

is shown to be reducible to the sum of conductivities

of gases of onstant croes section but complex wave

frequencies. Appropriate tables for the evaluation of

these latter conductivities are being conotructed.
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THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF WEAKLY IONIZED GASES

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the magnitude of absorption of radio waves by rocket exhausts

and plasma sheaths is of vital concern in missile guidance and communication.

The conventional procedure for estimating the attenuation magnitudes is

to compute or "determine" the electron d, nsity and "collision frequency" of

the electrons in the gas in question. These parameters are then substituted

into a conventional and o,,er simplified relationship to yield the conductivity

of the medium.

Thc use of improper methods of determining the electron collision frequnry

and computing conductivity may, however, lead to order of magnitude errora in

the prediction of signal strength.

This 'Pper will review the conventional, overly simplified theory of con-

ductivity and then discuss the correct theory. We will see how, in certain

cases, the simple theory may be recuvered from the correct theory. In other

cases the o:,-1 theory or certain modifications of it must be used.

The content of this paplr is as follows: The wave equation of a conducting

medium is .jolved for two elementary cases. The solutions demonstrate how con-

ductivity enters into expressions of absorption of an electromagnetio, wave.

The theory of conductivity is then discussed in detail. Exact expressions

for the conductivity of single component ionized gases and ionized mixtures

of different gases are developed. On the basic of these results, the method

of analysis of certain diagnostic measurements on rocket exhausts in criticized.
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I. M WAV MEMOS AN SONE MR=MY SOLUTIONS

A MLxvell' Equations

In an ionized gas where we can neglect the polarizability of the

gas molecules, Mawell's equations for AC. fields take the form

-xEi---"
c

7xH E+~t E

c c 1)

17. E = 4vp

Here a) is 2v times the wave frequency and 6 is the conductivity

of the medium.

2 The Wave Equation

By the usual mnipulationo of equations 1), we form the wave

equatior

v2 ~+ V(~-s.- i (l -- 6 0'. 2)
C

The only ceae& teated in this paper will be 6 ) constant and

:) - .6 - 0, to that the sccond term vanishes.

Elementary Solutions of the Wave Equation

. 6 Constant

We seek a Polution of equation 2) foi the case of constant cor-
oe -ikz

ductivLty and of the form E - -e (a plane mve propagating in the

z-direction). When the propagation consttt, k, it set eqtvl to a - io,



then the ':alueb of a and 8 consistent with 2) is given by:

(1+

Here ? is the wavelength (in vacuum)of the wave, 6r and 61 are the

real and imaginary parts of the conductivity and the choice of the + or

- sign determines whether the equation refers to a or 1 respectively.

The absorption or attenuating factor is given by p and the phase factor
-ie e z

bya . Thus: E = Ee e

When the following inequality is satisfied:

4, 6r 1

(l+

Then, we obtain the important approximations:

a 2 %2,c(! + - 5)CI)

1A )) )

The attenuation factor , from 6), now varies as r

'. 6 Spatially Dependent, but E .'76 . 0

We now seek a solution of z) of the form E - A(z) eiA(z) where

6 - (z). (Compare with the Eikonal solution in, for example reference

(2)).
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The difreren~L.2 equations satisfied by A and 0 are

1' 2 2 4=
(4 2 q 7)

222( O ) *2 A = - r " 8)

We impose the requirement that I a (equivalent to demanding

tne amplitude of the wave not change significantly in a distance of one wave-

length). Then:

r z 4v6 4 (z')¢=¢ c JZO 'e

Then (ombining 8) and 9), we obtain

_A. I -271=o ro  z d.

(z zd)

-V 1 Cl , then B can be written as:

-i f k(z )dz

E-- E e ZO J)

where k = c(z) - iO(z) and a and 0 are r.1vn by 5) and 6). nia this rom,

ag-in, the absorption az each point varies as 6r.

It is then neen that if errors are made in the cociputation of

- then extrczi.ly large e:.ors can be =de in E through equation li).

For example; suppo e j' 0 dz - 3 and an error of 33 113% ha been nd=e
ZO

in the co~npu-ation or 6 r' Mhen 13dr can range from 4 to 2. Thus,



can range ,a magnitude from E'= E4 e'4 to E ; a variation of

about 50 in power.

III. CONDUCTIVITY THEORY

A. General Remarks

The electrical conductivity, 6, of any medium is defined by the

equation

E= 12)

where S is the current density, Y is the conductivity (a scalar or tensor
quantity) and E is the electric field vector. We may also describe S as

due to transport of charge, thus

~= e 1~ 13)ii

where ei and vi are the *:harge and velocity, respectively, of the i

chargcd particle and the summation is taken over all particles found in

the infinitesimal volume element Ar at which j is to be determined.

In gteneral, there are only a few species of particles (e.g., electro3,

molecular ions) in the medium acting as charge carriers. We my thus

rewrite equation 12) in the following form:

L * L nk ek vk 1')

k

wnere nk is the particle density of the kth species, ek is the charge

cerried and k is the average velocity of the kth species. is a

linear function of E th!n 6 can be described in terms of ek, nk and

other quantities through equations 11) and 13).



We now conr ider a particular type of medium, that is a weakly ionized

gas. By "weakly ionized" we mean that the only i portant disturbances the

charged particle& encounter other than that due to an externally imposed P ield,

are those due to collisions with neutral gas particles.

The charge carriers in tL s medium are positively and negatively

charged molecules and free electrons. As shall be seen presently, vk a(l/m,).

The current density in a gas containing free electrons will therefore be

described minly by the electron charge transport in the gas since molecular

ions of the same concentration will contribute -1/4O,00 of this current

density (assuming molecular weight of 20).

MSobility experiments in Bunsen burner flames have demonstrated that

most of the current density there is indeed due to free electrons.(3) We

shall assume that the same mway be said about rocket flames. The denial of

this assumption woad result in an impossible degree of ionization required

to expl in the electromagnetic behavior of real rocket flames.

We will write J, therefore, as

n ne v 15)

where n is the electron density, e is the electronic charge and v the average

electron velocity.

B. Conventional onductivity Theory

Let us proceed, as is usually done, to assume a simple dependence

of v on E and V , the collision frequency betwe n electrons and neutral

particles. We do this to demonstrate how a functional form may be obtained

fo. C and also becaune we need the resultiag form for subsequent considerations.

* A, a rough rule, a gas is weakly ionized when the mole fraction of electrons

is less than 10
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We assunm' that v satisfies the following dynamic equation of motion

mv + m' ; = e e i t 16)

which is the same equation that describes the motion of a body undergoing

forced oscillation in a viscous medium.

The steady state solution of equmtion 15) is

"~ iwut
Es

e o 17)

the real part of which is

-: e -%/(0)ar o- coswt + (---- sin wt). 18)Vr~ ~ Co m Wt9 +

The conductivity 4s obtained from equations 17), 15), and 12),

ne 16 ;- TFT+ • 19)

This conductivity formula is only a! valid as equation 15) is

valid. The validity of equation 15) depends npon a very particular

assumption made as to the nature of the interaction (collisions) between

electrons and neutral particles. This aisumption will be discussed later.

To find the consequences of a general type of interaction requires a more

exact conductivity theory.

C. The Correct Theory

The theory of conductivity for the case of free electrons under-

going elastic collisions with neutral particles hue been established by

margenau. (4)

We write ", in this theory, in the form suggested by 17)

- 7 -



S- (B cosat rD sinn(t) 20'
m

and B and D are defined below and ( = 
n

-
e (B - iD).
m

B and D (for the weak field case only) has the form:

B3- iD -8, pP3, fo v4-Ov2 dv21
3 'it f im + V

where 0 = m/(Zk-T), k being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of

the gas. Also, V is now the collision frequency for electrons of a given

velocity, v, with the neutral moleculco, This collision frequency will be

.prccented as

V (v) Pi Q i vv, 22)

where pi is the numerical particle density of the i t h molecular species,

Q,(v) is the elastic cross section for momentum transfer, a measure of

collision probability between the electron and an i t h species molecule

and is, in general, a function of electron velocity, v.

It has been shown by Altshuler (5), (6) that inelastic cross

sections play the same role in coniur.ivity theory as elastic omes pro-

vided the energy changes on collision are sll relative to the energy of

the electron. Thus, the Q's could represent inelastic as well as elastic

cross sections when needed. However, in energy regions we are interested

in, - j eV, the inelastic cross sections are considerably smalle? than

elastic. (7)

* i.e., the energy gained by an electron from the field during a mean free

time is less than the energy lost upon collision.

- 8 -



We s0ill now develop expressions for conductivity obtained by

using realistic cross sectione Qi(v).

D. Conductivity of Some Gases Having Cross Sections with Simple
Dependence on Electron Velocity

We now determine the functional forms of the conductivity when

electrons are colliding with a single species of gas molecule and the

cross section has the particularly simple dependence on velocity, Q = cvi .

Here c is a constant and J is an integer.

1.) J-

The first gas wc treat as one where Qv = c (a Flaxwellica

gas(8)). Then equation 21) can be integrated very readily and we obtain

B - iD= 1 1 23)

iw +

yielding the same expression for conductivity as in 19). Here V , the

average collision frequency is given by pQv.

2.) j an Integer

The electron momentum-transfer cross sections for many gases

have been experimentally determined. The cross section for several in the

temperature runge between .04 ev and 1 ev may be represented by Q = cv j

,1here j is an integer (9), and c a constant whose value depends on the

molecular species. For example, j a 1, describes Nitrogen; J 0 0, Helium,

j a -2, H20, NH3 , HMl (molecules '4th permanent dipole moments ()t, ).

Also, j - -1 appears to represent the cross section of CO. (11). Table I

presents some valr'e- of cross sections for some typical gases found in

rocket exhausts.

-9-



TABLE I

Mmentum transfer cross sections of elecIrons impacting on several

molecular species.

(v is velocity cf electrons)

Species Cross Section (c.g.s.) Reference Temperature range

CO Q=2.08 x iO "2 3 v + 2.64 x 10"16  (11) T z 2.5 x 104OK

CO Qv - 4.7 x 1o (11) T 1o

2 4
H2

0  QV = 5-9 (10) T, 1 OK

HC2. Qv = 1.85 (1O),(13) T -l.0 OK

N3 Q2= 3.7 (10) T -E1O0 K

"2  Q = 3.29 x 10 2 3  (14) 2880K -T 12000 K

1 Q = 1.45 x 10 2 3 v + 8.9 x 1016 (15)* 300KT -5 104 'K

Q = 8 x 1o"16  (16) 50'K V : 5000°K

* Straight line approximtion
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The integrals ariing from 21) upon employing the relationship

= v j can *e reduced to tabulated functions for all of the values of J

mentioned above, We demonstrate this for J = 0.

For j 0:

Bit 3/2 V OvdB-i =- &-' v~e-V div
3 - 0 W+ , 24)

where now Q is a constant. Upon using the transformation Ov = , e obtain

B D - i J [oD7/2 e =' _ 4 0 P c eC de

25)

0 C 7/2___e -  
&E

Both of these integrals in 25) may be found tabulated in reference (12).

(c.f. the functions QJ!,(x) in this reference, with p - 4 and p a 3.5.)

These integrals may be further reduced (9) to the form:

B -iD -' -- - -x ex Ei(-x)]
3w

26)

-i 3s- X) [(. - ) + it X3/2 eX(l - IX~

where x 0 1

- UA -



hc average collision frequency,

co -t

E e dt (The exponential integral),
t

x
Z

= fo2 exp(-t 2 )dt (the error integral).

The average collision frequency, ) , is rigorously defined as follows:

- FoQvfe, whtrc f is the normalized velocity distribution function

_-s-,mcd Mxwell-Boltzmann) and integration is overall of velocity space.
Trancformatton of the Correit Conduttivi.y Theory to he

Conventional Forms

The expressions 23) and 26), are obviously not equivalent and

tie use of Z3) instead of 21) will, ir 6ncral, produce wrong results.

'Mere is a way, however, of correctly cmpating conductivity

using the useful form of 23) but with some minc:, modfirations.

We proceed as followG: Since 23), as it ctands, is incorrect

for 1i - 1, we try, for these J's, to force the correct expression of

conductivity Into the following forn.

6  ne 1 27)
m ls+g

where g is to be determined by equating 27) to

( L- . -iD) , 28)

wad L. and D are obtained frc.. 21).

Now 27) and 28) are compatible Gnly when either

i) B 2CO 2 and D 2
+g wg

- 12 -



ii) 3 is complex, that is g = 8 r + igi and

g= B/(B + D2 ) 29)

g, = D/(B' +-) D)

i) is true only ifor a Maxwellian gas (i.e., J = -1). For this

case, g = , the average collision frequency, and gi = 0.

ii) holds for all other cases.

Thus, in general

S gr 2 (gi + W)
Or m (M +g) 2 +gr2 and 6 m (+gi)2 +gr 2 0)

When a static magnetic field is present 6 becomes a tensor, The components

of this tensor are very similar to 30). A full discussion of this case my

be found in reference (9).

As we have seen, B and D can have some very complicated forms

(of. 26). Therefore, no apparent simplification arises from a description

uf unductivity in the manner of 30) unless possibly for certain conditions

where g is essentially real. Now equation 30) can be considered to arise

from e differential equation as in 16) but with V replaced by g. Thin

latter equation and its resultant solution have intuitively satisfying

forms. The desire to retain thene forms motivatea us to look for con-

dtoar, under which gi may be neglected. Further motivation is provided

by the fact of the existence of a tremendous amount of analysis based on

±6), ahlready in the literature (e.g., the Appleton-Hartree fornala).

Under conditIons where gi my be neglected, the propa7Ltion formulae in

- 13 -



lite rature may be crrected by the formal substitution of gr for )

wherever ) appears More generally- in the literature, the expressions

for conductivity may be rectified by formally roplacirg w by w + gi and

by gro

An inspection -f the asymptotic forms of B and D for the various

j'u discussed above, reveals that g may be neglected under the following

limiting conditions.

the lov-pLessure case;

31)

the high-pressure case.
U)

The limiting forms of gr and g, for these two cases have been evAluated (9)

and are presented in Table II.

it is to be observed that g_ in the low-pressure limit is a simple

multiple of /3, and g is of the ordel D) 2o with respect to w. There-

fore, it is reasoable to ignore g Jn equation 31) for -. l. %A c

other hand, gi in the high-pressure limit, especially for alr, may be c.z

the same order as w and cannot be dropped unless a) itself can be n .,'c-e .

Note that according to the last column of the table, gr is

temperature -ependent.

We can already Fee the magnitudes of the errorr one ci, zse in

the incorrect formuation of conduct2.vity. For example, in the low-pressure

* Values of gr a, vs -- for air at all pressures have recently been

published and are available in reference (1;).

14l&



TABLE II

Evaluation of gr and gi for the low- and high-pressure cases

ICross Section Dependence o-fi c"Avcrgc
and Molecular Species W) Collision Frequency

gr g 1 gr gi

constant, air, nitrogen LO ) 2w
1 9 cc v m

Q constant, helium 4 ,

(possibly hydrogen) TV) 0.18 j3/ .M o.18w '9=2pQ(~W/=)e

Qv contant, Maxwelllan V 0 0 )= PQv
gas (possibly C02)

Qv 2 constant, 10, NH3 ,

HCI, HF; molecules with 2- Z m
permane.i electric dipole 3d 00.079 /,.1 = 2
moments.

* \ is rigorously defined as follows: =fpQ(v)vfdvl where p is the neutral

particle density, (v) is the cross section with its correct functional depen-

dence on v, f is the normalized distribution (assumed M3,xwell-Bultzmann) and

integration is over velocity space.

- 15 -



limit for weakly cnized air, the use of equation 19) to predict absorption

instead of 28), would resulL in errors (in db) of 67%

Conductivity of Some Gases with Cross Section, Expressible as
Polynomials in v and Also Condaictivity of Mixtures of Gases

1 CO, Carbon Monoxide

Let us first consider the conductivity of weakly ionized

CO The cross section for CO may be expressed as Q = a + by ((11) and

Table I)., where a and b are constants. Then,

323= B)/ j v dv 2, 32)

J , f-pav + pbv2

which, by the method of partial fractions, may be expressed as:

Nov let us -ake the following formel identification:

n (0.) y/e .,, dv e dv 3)
a) a1 a 1 a

2 ob Jib

a2 iwhere ! 1 p.~b - - and n' With reference to 24)

.7 pb

eXpression 34) may now be identified as the A.C. conductivity of u gas of

constant croGA section, b, at a wave frequency I),. , but here R is CCm-

plex and with an electron density n', also complex. Thus, the solution

- 16 -



26) is also .- %lid for 34) but now w is formally replaced by Y , and

Sby b.

The zecond integral of 33) is, as the first integral,

identified as the A.C. conductivity of a gas of constant cross section
for a wave frequency of Il' where i J11 is 1 a

i2b V-b 2  b

Tnus, the conductivity of weakly ionized carbon monoxide

may be represented as the difference of the conductivilies of a gas of

constant cross section evaluated at two different complex wave frequencies.

The eva-l, oton of 32) is best done. at present, by numerical

methods. Tables of values of integrals of the form of the right hand of

31), for complex il are being prepared at Space Technology Laboratories

and will be available shortly. The integral of 34) my also be evaluated

albeit tediously, with eyisting tables. In 26), since x is complex, error

functions and exponential integrals of complex a.'gument must be evaluated.

Tables of such functions do exist The teblesof error functio= of complex

argument (Fried and Conte 017)) is readily available. However, the unly

tables of ex-onential integrals of complex argument known to me (Yashiko

(18)) is difficult to obtain.

2. A Mixture of Gases

CL us suppose that the cross section for each gas in a

mixture may be represented by a polynomial in v, Pi(v) (where

r (v) a vj). Then the conductivity of a vtmaly ionized mixture is:

8 3/2 2 - V 4 e-Ov2 d

17



a The Low-Pressure Limit

In the low-pressure limit (i.e., w=.--v P)P fori

important v) then 35) becomes.

(v E Pi(v) i -3 v e "Vdv , 36)

It 1, 3/ n a)vP i(v)Pi v 4e-OV2
0 W )

But !~~.~ - P(vpv-~ is the real part

of the conductivity of a low-pressure weakly ionized gas where the elect 'ins

th
collide with only the i species of molecule. Thus, we arrive at the
following result: In the low-pressure limIt the realaof the con-

duettvity nf a weakly lonlued mit'ture of gases is the sum of the individual

real conductivities of each weakly ionized species of ias.

b. The . Lmit ,- V Pi(v)v

In the high-prt ure limit,

8 3/2 2 24 I~v2  + ZPi(v)pi v]
e v- 4 we- dv, 37)3 i m P (v)2

i

and the conductivity is no lunger simply related to the individual con-

ductivities of the component gas. However, as for the case of carbon

monoxide, we can show that 6 , in the high pressure and intermediate

pressure regions, is the su of the conductivities of a gas of constant

crooe section evaluated at n different complex wave frequencies. This

proof follows.

- l -



(f in General

Whenw - L P (v)v, then we proceed as I1oloWs:
i i

EoiPi(v)v = P(v) a polynomial cf degree n. Then,

3/ 2 A v4eob 2

mJ iw+ P(v)")

Now ik + P(v) = U has n different complex roots, c1 , c2 , c 3 ... , C. Thus,

by the method of partial fractions:

v , (@- co -13 2cn
) i" v4e dx E---- 39)3 t j=.V

Thus, we arrive at the following general statement: The conductivity of a

weakly ionized mixture of gases m4 be interpreted as the sum 3f individual

conductivities of gases of constan ,_ross se-tion but evaluated at various

complex wave frequencies , and complex electron densities na

Thus, if the individual cross sections pertaining to each

molecular species are known, the conductivity my be evaluated by 3d). If

LhC proper t.Los are available 6 my be obtlned througi cqvation 39).

I'. DIAGNOSrIC; EXPFRL.NTS

ccaionally for some ionized gasee there is sufficient uncertainty

in i.nowledge of cross sections and composition to necessitate the mcisure-

=cnt of collision frequency as well as electron density. A co~on proce-

dure, in the case of rocket exhausts, is to determine the absorption of

microwaves of several frequencies due to the exhaus-. The variaticn of

ubsorption with xreq-ency is then analyzed for a "collision frequency" arid

electron density. We now examine this procedure and discuss rome pitfalls.

;:i.1ee ii * P(v) -nd its derivative with respect to v have no coimmon
factor tnen all the roots are different. See H. B. Fine, A College
,lIebi . (Ginn and Co. 1Oii, p. 463, 199).

- 19 -



The absorptio" per unit length of exhaust is given by 6 of equa ion 6).

Now suppose, as is often the case that - ani also, as is not

often the case, that the exhaust gas is composed of Z.xwellan molecules

(ie., Qv = constant). Then according to 23) and 6),

2
2 ne2

where w = 4r - , the square of the plasma f'requency,) the average
p m

collision frequencies and w = 2ff.

When D displays significant frequency dependence, then two measurements

of attenuation per tunit length (say 31 and 02) at two different frequencies

and w2 ) allow for the determination of both \ and w For example:

_1 2 41)

S 2 -2)
02 .4 - 2

and ') maybe dctermined and then , 2

We now remind ourselves that the gases in rocket exhausts are not

Mxwellian gases. What does this imply for a procedure such as 41)? For

this case, we have shown (cf. equation 30)) that for certain pure gases

that the nearest equivalent to 41) is:

t3 1 a) + g +1 242)l

242)02 ( 2) 2 2)

and g and g 1 are functions and g12 and are also functions of

wher- V is the rigorously defined average collision frequency.
li02

- 20 -



Equat .vn 42) can be solved for 11 since all the g's are functionally

related. However, I feel in this case, it is much better to solve for

directly from the general formulation of 6, than to go the round

about way of the g's. in the example of 42), if the gas were solely of

constant cross section than from 26)

S~ x1  X el x (-x

2 2(x)

2
where x= . Thus, can be solved in terms of the experimentally

determined ratio -

If one persists in solvi-.g e. .Ipltlons of the form 41), then the

magnitude of the " J " that is ob'aineo will depend on the frequencies

UI and w and will not represent an ii..rariant characteristic of the

exhaust gases.

Another pitfall in the use of W.1) is that the temperature dependence

of 'V is likely to be ignored. I': the true V is to be used to compute

conductivities in nn expandin& gas, h(- temperature as well as the density

of the gus must be considered. In n!trogen, for example, (Table II) the

collision frequency varies as the pri sure.

An additional possible error re. N2 i tha t gr is V at high-

ptessures and ) at low-presururz. ThF, the effective collision fre-
3

quency (for conductivity) of N 2 hlvi e aort: comxplicated dependence than

simply as the pressure.



Rocket exhaust gases are generally composed of several molecular

species. Sometimes the cross section of one species is so much higher

than the others that the electron collisions may be considered to be

effectively only with that species. This is the case for lox-felcohol

and lox RP1 where the dominant species in the exhaust is H2 0. With

solid propellant exhausts there does not seem to be one dominant species.

Under the latter Lircumstances it becomes very difficult to interpret

multiif.equency absorption measurements in the rigorous theory 35). The

purpose of these measurements should tLea be to determine the weighted

(by mcle fraction) cross sections of each of the constituents of the

exhaust as well as the electron density. If there are n parameters

describing the wcightcd cross sections then n + 1 experiments wnuld

have to be done on the exhaust to enable invasiaon of 35) for the

important parameters (including electron density).

I believe the following procedure is more satisfactory than 41)

when making measurements on a mixture:

(1.) Assume the cross sections are known (as in Table I for example.)

(2.) Assume the composition is known from thermodynamic considorations.

(3.) Compute the A.C. condctivity from 38) or 39).

(4.) Compare absorption measurements at two different frequencies for

consistency.

(5.) If inconsistent, adjust tho weighted cross se,tion of the species

known least reliably until)consistency ig achieved.

(6.) Perform a third measurement at a third frequency and check for

consistency in the predicted attenu tions.
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(7.) if there Is still no consistency, adjust the weighted cross

sections of the two species known least reliably until con-

sistency among all three measurements I s obtained.

V. SUMAIY

It has been demonstrated that errors in the determination of the

conductivity of a weakly ionized gas may lead to errors of many orders

uf nagdltude in absorption. One type of error, which can be avoidel,

is the incorrect formulation of the expression for conductivity. As

demonstrated in this paper, inaccurate formulation may produce subotantial

errors, even as large as 67%, in conductivity, This inaccuracy may be

catastrophic, particularly under cnnditions of heavy absorption.

The exact theory of conductivity may be employed very simply under

conditions of lcow-pressure for all molecular species and at high-pressures

for those molecules whose cross sections obey the simple law Qv j = constant.

The conductivity of a weakly ionized mixture of gases has also been

analyzed. At low pressures the real par. of the zonductivity is equal to

the sum of the partial conductivities, treating each species as a separate

ionized ga'3. When the cross section for each species my be written as a
ni

polynomial in velocity (i.e., Qi I T aZvj ) then, for any pressure, theJ =0

condLctivity of the mixture has ceen shown to be the sum of the conduc-

tivities of gases of constant cross section, each one evaluated at a

different complex wave frequency. Tables of the appropriate functions

to evaluate such partial conductivities are nLw being prcparcd at Cj-..e

Technology laboratories.
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Finally, caution is urged upon those who are performing diagnostic

experirv-nts on exhausts and plasm sheaths to analyze their data vith

care and consistency, using the correct expressions for conductivity,
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